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MACRO UPDATE: UKRAINE, GERMAN ORDERS, SCOTLAND 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 

HOW FAR WILL PUTIN GO? 

The crisis in Ukraine could come to a head in the next few weeks. While Ukrainian forces are slowly closing in on Donezk 

and Luhansk, the two big cities held hostage by pro-Russian irregulars in Eastern Ukraine, Russia has increased its military 

presence at the Ukrainian border “to exert pressure or to invade”, according to Poland’s outspoken foreign minister Sikor-

ski. In addition, Russia is contemplating counter-sanctions against the West, possibly denying airlines the right to fly over 

Russian airspace and thus lengthening travel times from Europe to Asia.  

 

So far, Russia shows no sign of scaling down its support for the pro-Russian forces in Eastern Ukraine after MH17. We may 

soon find out how far Putin will go. If Russia does not go beyond its current level of semi-covert support, the Ukrainian 

forces may slowly prevail, ending the conflict over the summer. Or Russia may step up its support for the pro-Russian ir-

regulars to the point of open invasion – with repercussions that would likely push the Russian economy into a deep reces-

sion while interrupting the European recovery for a while.  

 

Seen from an economic angle, sanctions/countersanctions will not impose huge costs on the European economies, in our 

view. Beyond the direct sanctions, the overall loss in exports to Russia and Ukraine caused largely by the recession in these 

two countries and a growing reluctance to deal with Russia will probably take around 0.2% off German growth and less off 

Eurozone growth. That has been part of our recent forecast revision. As discussed for almost six months, the biggest risk to 

our modestly optimistic European calls is the confidence shock which an open Russian invasion of Ukraine could cause 

across core Europe and beyond. In uncertain times, businesses invest less and consumers may buy fewer cars. Putin’s be-

haviour over the next few weeks is the key tail risk to watch. 

 

 

WEAK GERMAN ORDERS 

The erratic pattern of bulk orders for planes, ships and trains caused a sharp 3.2% mom decline in German factory orders in 

June. But geo-political risks are also hurting German manufacturers. Even before the latest escalation of the crisis in Eastern 

Ukraine after the downing of the flight MH17, companies were probably applying some extra-caution in their investment 

decisions (“Putin factor”) and placing their orders. Russia is an important export market for many German companies and 

an important destination for German investment. Even the initially very soft sanctions probably raised alarm bells in many 

boardrooms about escalating tit-for-tat sanctions in the future. While growth in the rest of the world can easily offset the 

weaker Russian market, there is potential for more pronounced wobbles in the next few months.  

 

Volatile bulk orders dominated the fall in German orders in June, with capital goods orders from the Eurozone falling by 

19.5% mom, after two successive double-digit increases in the previous months. But the weakness was more widespread: 

orders for consumer and intermediate goods also fell in June as did domestic orders. Only non-Eurozone orders were sta-

ble, but those had been weak in previous months. The sharp June drop in overall German orders takes what would have 

been a positive quarter slightly into negative territory: Q2 average monthly orders were 0.6% lower than in Q1. There was 

some positive news in the mix, however: (1) consumer goods orders increased in Q2 against the trend, reflecting resilient 

domestic consumption; (2) despite the sharp drop in June, orders from the Eurozone increased by 3.7% qoq in Q2, showing 

that Germany’s most important export market is on the mend. Unless the Ukraine crisis escalates seriously - especially if 

Russia invades the Donbass openly - the “Putin factor” should remain temporary. The German economy is strong enough 

to deal with such a temporary fall-out, which should be offset by stronger growth in more important export markets like the 

US, the UK and the Eurozone. 
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SCOTTISH DEBATE: SALMOND FAILS TO GAIN GROUND 

The biggest risks to our optimistic UK forecasts are political, including a big Putin risk. However, Scottish independence is 

receding as a reason to worry. Last night’s televised debate between Alex Salmond, Scottish First Minister, and Alistair Dar-

ling, Better Together campaign leader, was one of Salmond’s last opportunities to make big inroads into the 10-15 point lead 

for the pro-union side. He failed to do that. An instant ICM poll for the Guardian newspaper showed 56% believed Darling 

won the debate. There is still over a month to go to the vote on 18 September, and polls disagree wildly about the degree of 

support for independence. We need to watch this risk carefully, but it has receded. 

 

Even a “no” vote to Scottish independence would bring significant political changes to the UK in the form of further devo-

lution. All Westminster parties have committed to transfer further powers to the Scottish government after a no vote. These 

are slow burn issues that are unlikely to shift the economic landscape much in the near to medium term. Other political risks 

are more pressing. The opposition Labour party are maintaining a steady lead of around four points in the opinion polls 

ahead of May’s general election, meaning a roster of, in our view, modestly damaging economic policies could be imple-

mented. Alternatively, if the polls narrow somewhat ahead of May, a hung parliament and period of political uncertainty is 

possible, while a Brexit referendum by 2017 looms in the event of a Conservative victory. We expect Scotland to remain 

part of the UK and the UK to remain part of the EU, but these votes are serious risks to our outlook. 
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